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NASA TT F-14,371 

SOLUTION OF CERTAIN BOUNDARY PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICAL 
PHYSICS BY THE COLLOCATION METHOD 

A. I. Ivanov 

ABSTRACT: Presented in this article is a very simple and 
effective means of solving a number of boundary problems of 
mathematical physics by the collocation method. Questions 
concerning existence, and convergence•of approximate solu
tions found with this method are discussed in the work. 
Estimates of the speed of convergence of approximate solu
tions on the exact solution are included. 

INTRODUCTION 

The collocation method, or interpolation method, is mathematically simple fy 

and requires no special preliminary information; at the same time it is an 

effective means of solving various problems in mathematical physics. This 

method is promising from the standpoint of computer technology, since it requires 

very little manual labor. Meanwhile much less attention has been devoted to it 

in the mathematical literature than to other methods. 

The solution v of the differential equation describing some physical 

process whould be determined according to given functions f. Information about 

functions f derived from experiment is usually presented in tabular form. This 

is very convenient in terms of application of the collocation method. Further

more the approximate solution found by the interpolation method is polynomial 

in terms of the corresponding variables, which is useful in theoretical analysis. 

Questions of the existence, convergence and speed of conversions of approxi

mate solutions in the case of boundary problems for the elliptical and parabolic 
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equations, stationary and non-stationary Navier-Stokes equation system of 

a viscous incompressible fluid are discussed in this article. 

1. Interpolation method of solving boundary problems for elliptical 

equations. 

We will examine the first boundary for the equation 

IA 

Ikii^W^kMS^ CD 

in a circle 9, of radius R. Here p,t|) are polar coordinates. At the boundary of 

the circle Q 

• t&ft 

is satisfied. 

The approximate solution of problem (1,2) is sought in the form 

%n 

*-<t-» -zti £ • -V ^gj^ 
The collocation method consists in the fact that the unknown functions 

are determined from a system of 2n + 1 equations. 

where £.> "»-<?,%•.-»2»,~ 

(3) 

(4) 

are fixed numbers, called nodes of interpolation. We will assume 



We shall study the problems of convergence and rate of convergence of the 

approximate solutions obtained by this method to the exact solution. /5_ 

We shall assume that there exists a solution u*(ptW problem (1,2) twice 

continuously differentiable in terms of (p,<j>) in 0. 

The following assumptions are made: 1) the function /(P'^feiK^ is Holder-

-continuous with index : •,(>«&*, relative to (p,cf>) uniformly in terms offJte&f*-/ 

the range VW'**,g*,j^,4.* now where <f,*)€&,/«-usfcfii*j~lfl. $*%»/*},/$$-f§" 

(p.*yi<t ) a r e °L-\'Qn'Q? constants; 2) The functions 

are defined and continuous in 

range V; 3) The homogeneous problem 
A- - u m 

«£.>• ' » * 

has only a zero solution. 

Analysis of convergence is based on the results of the theory of projection 

methods [1]. We denote the following: 

In view of the assumptions relative to solution u*(p,<j>) the function 

is continuous in Q. 

We will introduce the following Banach spaces. C(fi) is the space of the 

functions u(p,<j>), non-continuous in £3,with the standard tut AT'tS5n*^'i^f*^' 

tr(p,<j>), is the space of functions T«*r , equal to zero when p = R, con

tinuous along with c SJ4(P?J ^M (p J0 c with bounded standard //«//. m 

where 

< >>£ * 4»/0 

0<S"«V 
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H((\L) - is the space of continuous functions with bounded standard 

'"^(2? !< * <"*7~* * *** 
We will assume that for nyh^iM%t.,.lf unique approximate solutions exist 

u (p,<}>) with bounded standard U tylfy ffj»" 

Let us examine the following boundary problem: 

«/ *0 
*<?>*), (j>,y) e£l, 

where the function C(fi) is a set of space ^tft^} • 

Let us switch to Cartesian coordinates: 

• / 

V*** 

(61) 

*•»«* 

where 

It is clear that ?(*,,**} is a non-continuous function in Q.. 

Boundary problem (61), if % (x„>;) €Lf (0/^ has a unique generalized solution 

._>{j^jjQ € Vv£ QJ, and the estimate V\U 

where q. is a constant, p > 1 [2] ****£&' isvalid' 
D e f i n i t i o n s of spaces £/> (-»-̂ -/» ^> '-*»•*' can be found, for i n s t a n c e , in [3] . fl_ 

le en-In view of the enclosure theorem [3] "^fy /•«>*' ft ^ ̂ w^Vfl) > ^ 

closure operator is completely non-continuous when 8* < ffC^i t q , is a constant. 

H (£l) - is a space of functions K)f equal to zero when r*+***$* 

continuous along with &"'*»»*«) in fi.with limited bound \\%\\% , ^ C o n t i n u o u s a l o n g m u i • v xii n . w i u i m u n c u u u u n u || o M 

Bound 
x{£I)' like "U"A »('jfî  » is determined with substitutions of the 

symbols p,<(> for x1 , x . 

From the last estimate we have 
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where q , q_ are constants. 

In other words, there exists a linear, completely continuous operator A, 

acting from C(ft) on ^ ( A ) with bound tl*/t <•%*%? %'%? -

Thus, if the functions £, (p, ¥) ,' defined by relationships 5, n = 1,2,..., 

belong to C(ft) , then for functions u*(f,^-un(f, V), *Tjf>,#*"*«(P»# in view of (7), 

the inequalities 

will be satisfied. 

Since operator A is bounded we may take in space C(ft) a sphere ^2-?*/^ <• d£ 

with radius a so small that the functions u (p,<t>) = AZ (p,<f)), #?-

will satisfy the inequalities '/tf-aVW/-

We will proceed from (1), (2) to the task of finding the function 

belonging to space C(ft), satisfying the equation 

*M=f(fiV,%*HP,v)f&ftz(fiyA&.y»=PB»M. (9) 

Here P is the linear bounded operator of enclosure of H„ (ft) and C (ft), 

Wfc *,£*...,£*...,*...; 
is the operator acting from set V { Z; Z - Zv 

C(ft) 
< < a ] cC(ft) in space 

H (ft). Operator B is completely continuous in set V in view of the perfect con

tinuity of operator A and condition 1). 

From (3), (4) of determning the approximate solution u (p,<i>) we proceed 

to the problem of finding the function that satisfies the operator equation 

£ (K - **j*= °, do) 
where P is the projector that places in correspondence each function ¥(p,<j>) 

continuous with respect to <j> according to its trigonometric interpolation 
(n) 

polynomial of the order n with nodes <J> 

variable However \*,U«M-

,m = 0.1...., 2n, in terms of the 

is a trigonometric polynomial of order 

<-n in terms of d>. This means P Z = Z , and we proceed from (10) to the 
n n n r 

equation * 



Note that P is a linear b cunded operator acting from H (ft) on C(ft). 

According to the interpolation theorem [4], for any Z e H (ft) we shall have 

H* ****„& ° with n - + M-
In view of condition (2) the operator PB is continuously Freshe-differentiable 

at the point Z*(p,<J)) in space C(ft). We will prove that the homogeneous 

equation h = PB'(Z*)h has only a trival solution. This equation is equivalent 

to finding the solution u(p,<J>) of the problem 

This problem, according to the proposition (3), has only a zero solution. 

All conditions of the theorem of convergence of the approximate solutions 

on the exact [1, pp. 293-294] are satisfied. We shall present this theorem 

here. 

Theorem. Let operator B be completely continuous on set U of Banach space 

6(A), and let equation Z = PB have the isolated solution Z* eV with a zero 

component. Let the projectors P be bounded as operators from Banach space 

H (ft) to Banach space C(ft) and P —> P strongly with n—». + ». 

Then we find those n ,o, for which with n > n the equation Z = P BZ has 
o 1 'o' n n n n 

in sphere t >~* ^C(?& *1 only o n e solution z , and all such solutions z for 

n _^ + oo according to the bounds of space C(ft) approach Z*(p,<j>). If operator 

B is Freshe-differentiable at point z* and the homogeneous equation h = PB"(Z*)h 

has only a zero solution , then the estimate of convergence is valid: 

hlP**~Pn?le(ajl**~**NctS$?9*P**~Pn***e<B)' w h e r e q8' q9 a r e c e r t a i n constants. 

Hence follows the isolation of z* and the non zero value of the exponent. 
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If, moreover, operator B is continuously Freshe-differentiable at point z*, 

then for sufficiently large n the solution z of equation Z = P BZ is unique 
,. i _ £. n n n n 

in the sphere //< °z of sufficiently small radius CT„, a < a . 

In view of interpolation theorem [4], //?*- £ 2*Crft,'f ̂ » f**(P,^ f?«, ""&,#"* A 

where >̂ "</' ̂ , (**(?y)) £ ^(^(py))-- is the best uniform approximation 

of the function Z*'(p,̂ J by trigonometric polynomials of order not exceeding h 

in terms of variable <)> for fixed Pi ^P4R • qinj q.-,
 a r e absolute constants 

For any n solution Z (p,<f>) of problem (11) corresponds to solution U (PA) 

of problem (3), (4) with bound 3 «nlt# (^y where Hun-u*J/^ ~ < %%%%?#'Z 

Thus, the following is valid: 

Theorem 1. Let conditions 1), 2), 3), be satisfied. Then we also find 

number n ,a„, such that for n > n the solution U (p,<fO of problem (3), and 
o 2 o n 

(4) belongs to sphere fltt-u*/tt %%%t%%i**. and the estimates 

are satisfied. 

Note 1. If the function A u*(p,cf>) has a continuous derivative 

satisfying in terms of the argument tf> the Holder 

condition with •*>, < * «•• uniformly in terms of p, then according to the 

Jackson theorem [4] £LfAft***&*^ < %x1n lf*m J") '^ij" where q is the 

Holder constant of the function, J^P*/v*W "̂ > °li ? ̂ s a n absolute constant. 

Consequently we have the estimates 
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(12)

(13)

(14) I

in the form:

.,..--

5

40

10

30

15

Note 2. We may apply the method 04 cOllo~ation to the solution of the

problem , Page On~ Title
1'" ~ _ e " .. -~.~ ,.-.- - ------''-~ -

~'J'
'" IA·:':: J) ( 0, ':f ~ (} 1.1 "I)' (p, Y') € D

'or for] lJp , a':f 1 , )

[~+P~l =0
J' ./ 'J'.,Q 1

J3 »0.
. . - ~-- -- I .- ." ,/

If conditions similar to 1), 2), 3), are satisfied we also obtain the same

estimates of conversions of the method ak we did above.
. , I

Note 3. All the results apply without change to the case when

[._ ; .. - I . '.' ."~'
ln v((P. ~): o''''-r-' 0 < R, ~.P~ R.)J

2 •. Application of the Coll~tion Meithod to a stationary linearized boundarXj
20 Cover Pa e Source

problem for Navier-Stokes equations of a Viscous incomp!essible fluid ..
. , .

. In this section we will use the interpolation- method-to find- the- approxi'

m;;r,&e,'i,sOli'i:\Q!!, of the Stokes problem spec~ficall.y:I-HYdrOdynamicveloci ty
25 '~\ "(1 ,~ I .

,'"''P- . ",.,~,~I')J pressure p are determined in boundia~'r'al!ge Q,_ now belongiIlg _

to two dimensional Euclidean space from the conditions:
"-'f L'r-;, ~#~ it ==l!~g_~.~f T-f(P.~), ',(jJ,.~) ~.o.,-

t 41t"'~ :: () :(0":1')' .<£.0 '
I p.~" J . .T' . ,

l' ilp ~(~~L__ -'-- -or'--~--'--~_-.1
Here'S is the boundary of region Q; p,~ are polar coordinates, v~~he

35 IHnematic coefficient of viscosity. [l\f =:l~ ,~ ,~ ..L~c:urll ~rl) ~:)
1'.'9 ,~,~. . Pi~' ,,: :' ..P~ '" ;Po 'l?

, '" , ,," .
For the unique solution (1), (2), (3) we require that (15)

~.'

111!_':={)··i~;1

[L
Even Roman Odd



The unknown functions **Zi^,^7^tXcl^^\'r>m0A -A*, according to the 

collocation method, are determined from a .system %pr>+1l of ordinary differential 

(16) equations f * ^ * « < > f o / W - ( * , * ) 
j » c £ . 

and relations 

*Xsr-"^0 >» ~>«te».;*-, C18) 

W * (19) 

4> 

The convergence of the collocation method depends partially on the choice 

of nodes of collocation y**" ^ c ff/, ...,2« . 

We will assume % ' ; £ • •' ̂  , 'rT ~0^}. ..,Zn,. 

In analysing the convergence of the method we will assume that region Q 

is a circle, i.e. Q = *^<J»,yj: 0*tf*J>$82\ OHf^iTr). 

The functions (&# are trigonometric polynomials 

of an order not exceeding n in terms of variable y, 0*y<2ir , which have exactly 

2n roots. •' 

Because of this and because of the fact that 9, is a" circle, relations (17), 

(18), (19) are valid for all <|>e(o,2n). /1_3 

We w i l l denote by C(Q) the space of continuous Vec tor - func t ions 
?M*(±(f,i),i fay) with b o u n d ' i r i » ~ 7 / J - _/?(&»/, where / 2 (j>, y>/ - m*n {llp (f, 

*f,fcy>0>.*)fj. -H ( . Q J i s a space of Vec tor - func t ions *^», ^ « t • » < V ^ ^ > 1 & ^ ' 

equal the zero vec to r on boundary S, continuous along with .£-£0>»*?. i 
of 

on fi, in W, with bound . - x r then**// 

where 



We say that Vector-function "fyfaMMfcify satisfies in U the 

Holder condition with the exponent 6,0 <6 < 1 and Holder constant , «• < 

if < " >s < °° ' 
—* * 

H ASl) is a space consisting of all Vector-functions I ty continuous in 

fl, with finite bound ftltH^ fgfrf^i + < ? >S •£„ HJ, *i7~. -• 

is the Banach phase of Vector-functions with 

/(r>V = (&&,#,/(,(&*)) with J'/^ (£; 

r~ 
f'*<.M».'Aw> " W 

We shall denote by 1 /O) „• j - t n e Banach space of Vector-functions 

$(**,**)= (%J*.,*JXbJ$ with bound 

in 

We shall write problem (12)-(15) in the Cartesian coordinate system. 

v\ fM*K*J~ tes'!*4,K?<**>*J * *<V*)> C**»**, 

where u* far„ *,) » ( ̂  ( *„ *J , «^ ( ̂  xjf 

y* arc s* 
tan 

*« *'*arc •£* 
tan * 
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y*Jirc^or, 
-=- / . tan* *V . 

y- arc-g ' 
_. tan * 

" y-- arc I; 
tan* 

This boundry problem if , /r > y , has a unique generalized /15 

solution ̂ (x,,*J,.deS^ ?*.>*••. and the estimate ff^uJ^^ £7/~ (£L)^^l/<' K(fi)> 

is satisfied, where q1. is some number depending on k [5j. 

In view of the assumption relative to the Vector-function | , Vector-

function ^(x^Xj) C £.*(•&•) f ° r a n y k. 

Therefore problem (12) - (15) has a unique solution vfp..̂ > v
 e^^p(p^ 

and the estimate 

(20) 

is satisfied, where q.. is some number depending on k. 

Consequently deg e^pty.*)^ Mfk>*>. is satisfiable, where M is a 1 mear 
bounded opeator acting from space L,(fi) in the same space with bound 1/MK 

Problem (16)-(19) can be represented in the following form: 

>int 

- . < » » ) , 

?(?•*) where 0 is the projector that placeseach coordinate of Vector-function 

into correspondence with its trigonometric polynomial in terms of variable of 

order n nodes y *o,v, .. •; 
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We will note that Q„f ((>)¥)€. Hr(£2.) with any n in view of the assumption /16 

relative to the Vector function ftp^if) , Therefore, using the same line of 

reasoning as above, we establish that problem (16)-(19) has a unique solution 

%*%*%*&* a n d the esti imate 

(21) 

is valid. 

We introduce the following definition: 

9(f,*)m *&,,,*, (p.*>€ .& 

itn>(f^)m **&&? <S,V*&. (22) 

The boundry problem is 

where (PJ^J £•£„(£!) has a unique generalized solution $• (/>, y/ with bound 

// ^tff _(0) •" and, as in Section 1, the estimate 

is valid, where q1 is some number depending on k,<5. 

Considering relations (12)-(15), (16)-(19), (22) and equation 

deg j>1yf3=^ f , we have the following expressions: * 

(23) 

»(/ij 

We shall estimate //J-"2 ''/. (XI) ' In view of inequality 

**" ̂  (a,* *&**hV~f*Z«&, (24) 

12 
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•—i»— - _ 1 

Since />J>/^e^'/( then according to the Berstein theorem [4] 

where £n if>(ft?))* Expressions 

EnUfJQ ' 1 are_determined in 1his manner in Sectionl. In view 

of note 1 where q is a constant. 

The inequality ___ 

'/-^_-*"V"wW t.(a> '" / c'By (26) 

ute constant. 

From inequalities (23), (25), (26) we derive 

is valid, where q10 is an absolute constant 
lo 

Thus the following theorem is valid: 

Theorem 2. If vector function P(j>tf) *" Hs(£l) and range 

£1 = (<p,f): 0££i£j>$Rt, 0$*<.Zir) , then the approximate solutions 

< d"6? • f f fay) bound by the collocation method, converge on the 

exact solution ^(j>,f) »deg .y/
>0>-'59 with the following estimated rate of 

convergence: 

#^Ao ?- M y<»> 

Note 4. The results of this section pertain to the case 

0 i 
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where * ( f , y ; « f ^ ^ ^ f r , ^ , V ^ ^ 6 ^ g l K ^ A ^ M -

Here the vector function 3fya f) has comgonents that satisfy the Holder 

condition in terms of (p,<j>) in the range .O ,: (0», yj,' Of^^P^R*, 6*y<Zrr). 

3. The collocation method for quasilinear second-order parabolic 

equations. 

We shall consider the first homogeneous boundary problem for a parabolic 

equation in the range O" f0,ir)* (o~Tj 

where 

(27) 

.«l*,0)-0, xcf0,rr;, ( 2 8 ) 

We shall assume: 1) In the closed range Q a*(*)^$w
>0 is satisfied 

where q-. q is a constant; 

2) The coefficients of operator L are 'Holder-continuous with exponent 

S, 6 e (0.1), in QT: 

3) The function a,(t) is Lipshits-continuous uniformly on (0,T). 

We will assume that there exist the solution u*(x,t) of problem (1), (2), /19 

(3), twice continuously diffentiable in terms of x and continuously differenti-

able in terms of t in (L. 

The following limitations are placed on the function f(x'>u.lgxf 

4) The function Holder-continuous with exponent o 0<o£/ • 

relatiye to (x,t) uniformly in terms of (w>4~) in range v"e(**> ; Mj^i' 

(*,*)*&,/* ~M*(*»^*J«'/J*-fi**»<:fcfl#)t
 ?now where q2Q is some fixed number: 

5) The functions 'fidu (*,*»"> j£X fu (*>*> u>]&) a r e d e f i n e d a n d continuous 

rn region G; 

14 
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We will note that conditions 1), 2), 3), and 6) insure a solution u*(x,t) 

with the required differential properties and sufficiently small T if the 

function f(*, is Holder-continuous in bounded subsets of the set 

V*>*>u>Uk /*>*>*•* &.'--•*"« * • - > - - * I T * " ~ ; 

[6, p. 256] 

If, however, we add to the conditions s e requirements for the increase of the 

function -) in terms of the variables u jUj. exists for any T. 

We shall proceed to the approximate solution by the collocation method. 

We shall seek the approximate solution in the form 

Un I*,*) " 2" C ^ (t) *»«* . 

The unknown functions *«"•*» ***t • ••» n • according to the collocation 

method, are determined from the condition that equation (27) be satisfied /20 

in a given system of points * w o
 € Co.,rrJf * * •/, ,,., n, i.e., with a system of 

n ordinary first order differential equations 

ctfrv+r a.c. *,; (30) 

for i ^ (OtTJt with initial conditions 

«n 
(CJ/ = 0, K - ',...,» . (-31-) 

Note that for u (x,t) the initial condition (28) and boundary conditions 

(29) will be satisfied. 

As the points of interpolation x, we take equidistant points, i.e., 

_ Z nir 
x. Kit 2 „ W » *•**'»**•»" • 

The question of the solubility of system (30) and (31) and of the conver

sions of approximate solutions u (x,t) to the exact solution u*(x,t) is 

answered with the aid of the theory of projection methods [1]. 

Let ? ' ( * , < / s S * ' < j . - ( < , M (*,*->« P, (32) 
** (33) 

15 



In view of assumptions relative to solution u*(x,t) the function Z*(x,t) 

is a continuous function in Q„ • 

It is easy to see that the functions Z (x,t) are equal to zero when 

0, x = 0, x 

Let us introduce the following Banach spaces. The space C(Q ) is the 

space of functions Z(x,t), that are continuous in Q and equal to zero when 

x = 0, X = T T , t = 0 with bound U2ff
 m ">•* l?(xi)l 

The space fj ((p ) _ is the space of functions u(x,t), equal to zero 

when ~ x. 0 > Xmrr~te [0,Tf; re 7o~rr), * = C, 
bound 

/21 

continuous with 
3r 

with 

// 

where 

<*, *K <*', **) « Or (f*-*'/X+ /*-**/) f ' 

We shall examine in space C(QT) in linear variety C(QT) of functions Z(x,t), 

satisfying the Holder condition with exponent condition 6 , 6 , < 6, in set Q„. 

This set C(Q„) is everywhere continuous in space C(Q). 

The boundary problem is 

U(X,0)mO) * f (0,*), 

u{ 0,-t)m u(n, t)*0, * € CO, Tj^ 

if the function jf^-tJG C(Q), with conditions 1), 2), 3), satisfied,, has 

unique classical solution u(x,t) then 

where q?, is a constant [6]. 
'•'*., V - ' * W (34) 

In other words, we have determined a linear_bounded operator D, acting from 

£(Q) in // f) with bound ll&HSQ , Since C(Q ) is everywhere continuous 

16 



C(QT), operator D can be expanded over an entire space C(QT) with the same 

bound. 

Thus, if the functions %n (*,t) C C (&.),»=•/,»•. for the functi 

U*(*,t)-unt*tt), i*(x,i)-2J*,tJ in view of (34), the inequalities 

on /22 

(35) 

will be satisfied. 

Is. 7^~ 
We shall use t^g~((pT) to denote a Banach space of function u(x,t) equal 

to zero when fm0i*»Tr)t^[OiTj and satisfying the Holder condition in QT 

with 6 ,<d<Sa*4, The bound /</#* . - . is defined by the relationship 

n , o HgJ <A-JL 
m/u/0 * <V>g • Expressions Ĉ/»><*/n/ were determined above. 

*%(Vr) * 
Since operator D is bounded we can take in space C(QT) the sphere 

<lj j of radius 6 so small that the functions u(x,t) = D Z(x,t)v 

3 will satisfy the inequalities: 

We proceed from problem (27)-(29) to that of finding the function Z*(x,t), 

belonging to space C(Q„), satisfying the condition 

Here K is the linear bounded operator of enclosure of nc- (tyT) in C(Q„), 

~A/*/>C*tt''%Zl, $x<b..< j is t h e operator acting from set •£'&'{ t? l*«*-fl^«r*A7^ 

G- C{Q)f in space Mr (i%.) t where 6 < 6. 

The operator changes functions from the set %.<? Cy^M into function 

belonging to "cityy.) , since operator D acts from C(Q ) in H g(&r) and the 

function £(*,"£,**, :§*' satisfies condition 4). Space $.-(cL) fits compactly 

in space HT ((??•) » consequently operator N is perfectly continuous. 

/23 
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We will note that 7*« ?(&) ' follows from ! ?* «" £((?r), ?*»AW** since KN 

changes from s e t ^ C C ?7pg to \(&T) £ W P J . 

Consequently, if u*(x,t) is a solution to (27)-(29), twice continuously 

differentiable in terms of x, continuously differentiable in terms of t in 

QT, then *7*,*J* §&*(*'*}-•&**(*,*) is the solution of problem (36), ?%v*̂ ?Ĉ J 

and conversely if Z*(x,t) is the solution of equation (36), the function 

u*(x,t) found from boundary problem 

u(0}i) m u (ir,t)=Ot * « CO, Tjf 

will be twice continuously differentiable in terms of x, continuously dif

ferentiable in terms of t in Q„ and will be the solution of problem (27)-(29). 

From problem (30), (31) of determining the approximate solution of u (x,t) 

we will proceed to the problem of finding the function that satisfies the 

operator equation 

*» ^ • / ' f ' , ' . ^ , ^ ) ) ^ (37) 

where K is the porjector that places each continuous function Y(x,t) to 

correspond with its interpolation trigonometric polynomial of order of n with 

node rKntn However t„ (*,4) «* jjf******-£**„(*,*)- is a polynomial of 

order not greater then n in terms of argument x, and this means KZ = Z , and 

from equation (37) we proceed to the equation 

**«>,/'(**-*» 9K£'**3m*l¥* ' (38) 
Linear bounded operator K acts from «c(9T) to C(Q ). Since operator 

K N converts •?<̂ ?f&.) to ^{Q^ 6 &$,,)' tZ c <?(&•)> follows from 

From this we derive the relationships of problems (30), (31) and (38), 

analogous to that of problem (27)-(29) and (36). 

In view of interpolation theorem [4] for any _ ' .we have 

IK* -tf-rif^-j- o £or 
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• 

In view of conditions 5) operator KN is continuously Freshe-differentiable 

at the point Z*(x,t) in space C(Q„). 

We will prove that the homogeneous equation h-^tfN'd*)^ has only a trivial 

solution. If h € C($,.) .then equation h*KN(i*)U is equivalent to the 

boundary problem 

u(rJo)-Ot x€(0}rr); u(0}i) = u(nJt)'rOt *eC0,Tj. 

This homogeneous problem has only a zero solution. If 

h, ~C C( Qy)f k, ^KN'W) A, • is satisfied it is essential that ^ € Cf(p„)-

Hence, h = 0. 

Uner the conditions stipulated in this section the theorem concerning the 

convergence of approximate solutions to the exact solutions is applicable 

[1, pp. 293-294]. 

In view of this theorem we also find numbers n1t 6S .such that when n > n 

there is a unique solution Z (x,t) of equation (38) in the sphere 

all such approximate solutions Z (s,t) converge on Z*(x,t) in the bound of 

space C(Q„) and the estimate of convergence 

is valid where q7?, q9v
 a r e constant. 

From interpolation theorem [4] we derive -* > 4 E~n (2*fr i}) (o 

where /*„ '(X,£))B i y f*fy*{rt)) &*(?*(* tj) is the best uniform approxi

mation of the function z,*(x,t) by the trigonometric polynomials of order not 

exceeding n in terms of variable x for fixed t , \ t €L°P~Jt %,.>fzr " are 

absolute constants. 

To each solution Z (x,t) of problem (38) there corresponds a solution 

U (x,t) of problem (30), (31) in view of estimate (35) 

Consequently the following theorem is valid: 
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Theorem 3. When all the functions of this section are satisfied numbers 

n , a., are found such that when n #* n there exist unique approximate 

solutions U (x,t).in sphere JU~U*I/M - * %i4^+ anc* the estimates 

are satisfied. 

Note 5. If the function g£ (*t&-l«*(*,*/ 
has continuous derivative 

when satisfying in terms of x the Holder 

condition with index JL , 0 * ' , uniform with respect to t, then according to 

the Jackson theorem [4] fi_ (A<f(xr*> - ' •*(*+)} * ?,,}„ <f^f ** f
 w h e r e 

q„^ is the Holder constant of the function £ . rrd ,» m. \i 

Note 6. If the results of this section remain unchanged 

i-m after linear substitution of variables Jf = 

4. Collocation method for nonstationary Navier-Stokes equation system 

for dynamic viscosity of incompressible fluid. 

We shall examine the following boundary problem in the range Q„ = 

1*^,0-* $£*>*>* iwrfrfrfit,*), u,*)*^ *F *V~* » ' • «*»yfc*V»»*. <*,Q*Vtr, (39) 

where >(*,*).(*&*,$, v*,«y, v w , r^r<*,v * 

fe(*&.<.0, (*.V < ft., (42) 

(40) 

(41) 

*(*,<>)*(0,0,0), x * iQJ) 

2.0 



It follows from relation (40) and (41) that +w(*,t)wO. Systems (39), 

(42) are broken down into independent equations for determining the functions 

deg J(x,t), yf*>>7yv>T 
We will assume that the functions fy (*>*), ti^*^) are Holder-continuous /27 

with t>t 5"**, in closed range Q . Furthermore, 

*f9(m,t)*ff(S1t)*Of when t *£0,Tj. 

The approximate solution V (*$f ^ '*,*) is sought in the form 

(i -c) 

& ' ' «*1 »"' 9 ~ » 

The unknown functions A ^ ' ^ *«« >H >n' are determined from the con

dition that equation (39) is satisfied in the given system of points X/<n C'£"Q,i] , 

i.e., from the system of 2n first-order differential equations. We will assume 

T An In (W*Tl a ~K 7/r ~* 

There exists the unique solution \ *̂> ', \(yt^) of problem (39)-(42) in 

view of the assumptions relative to the functions A (*,t)} f3l*,v i 

Using the results of the proceding section we arrive at the following 

theorem: 

Theorem 4. Let the functions satisfy the state of this 

condition. 

Then for sufficiently large n there exist unique approximate solutions 

tf^ffi& ^~^*l'k^S> "<~^\^? for " — • 
The rate of convergence is characterized by the inequalities 

_ 

J ? H I O ) n 

•1 r i, rr 
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Here q?7, q?q are the Holder constants of the functions fy (*%t)f tr^^t&) 

respectively, and q00, q_n are absolute constants. The bounds 

Su9m _ '"'i-,-' are defined in Section 3. 

The author greatfully acknoledges the assistance of G. I. Petrov, under 

whose supervision this work was done. 
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